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I.

Introduction

The Conduction Electron Spin Resonance
(CESR) Spectroscopy which starts from classical
works of Dyson (1), Feher and Kip (2) in 1955 was
successively developed for simple metals. It appears
this phenomena could be used as a unique instrument for the investigations of conduction electron
kinetics. It becomes clear soon that a number of
objects available for CESR observation is restricted
because of strong spin-orbit coupling. Mainly these
are alkali metals, some of their alloys or some clean
metals at low temperature (3). The situation was
changed drastically when a wide range of synthetic
metals was emitted by organic chemistry.
One of the most interesting classes of objects
accessible for CESR observation are organic metals based on bis(ethilenedithiolo [tetrathiafulvalene]) BEDT-TTF=ET. First, the charge-transfer
salts based on ET-molecule demonstrate a twodimensional (2D) behavior of electron spectra so
these compounds are free of well-known metalinsulator Peierls instability which is typical for ID
conductors (4). Second, some of the ET-salts showing the metallic behavior over the entire temperature region are superconductors at ambient pres-

sure. It should be emphasized that in contrast
to isotropic metals the organic conductors possess
quite different values of fundamental band characteristics and reveal the extreme variety of physical
properties (anisotropy of conductivity, various crystal structures and phase transitions, superconductivity etc.). The theoretical approach developed for
isotropic metals fails to describe the ESR behavior
in organic conductors and a special effort to build
analogous theory should be done. We feel there are
two faces of CESR problem for charge-transfer organic conductors. On the one hand the ESR data
should be considered as a phenomenon to study. On
the other hand, some of these data could be qualitatively interpreted within the existing theories to
obtain new information about the compounds investigated. According to such a point of view, we
are presenting the analysis of spin susceptibility of
(ET)-X salts (X-linear anion) which is derived from
ESR-line intensity in the first part of the paper and
are discussing the possible origin of electron spinlattice relaxation in these compounds in the second
part.

II.

Experimental

All presented measurements were carried out on
single- and polycrystalline samples of (ET)2X salts
(X=l3, IBr2, CuBr2) synthesized by the group of
Prof. E.B. Yagubskii (Institute of Chemical Physics
USSR Ac. Sci.). Synthesis and structure of samples
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are presented elsewhere (28).
The ESR spectra were recorded employing a
standard homodyne ERS-230 X-band spectrometer.
The temperature of the samples was set and stabilized by Oxford Instruments ESR 900 continuous
flow helium cryostat in which temperature could be
maintained in the range 3.5-300... K to within 0.1
K and by GDR temperature controller up to 500
K. The magnetic spin susceptibility, Xs, was determined by double integration of the ESR spectra with
CuSO4 x 5H2O-standard (27,29).

III.

The ESR intensity behavior

According to the theoretical (1,5) and experimental (2) ESR investigations of conducting materials the intensity of ESR absorption signal x ESR
is proportional to the value of spin contribution Xs
into the static magnetic susceptibility x- The situation becomes more complicated if Dysonian distortion appears. To solve this problem one should
get the analytical expression for the mixing of absorption and dispersion signals taking into account
the anisotropy of conductivity and finite sizes of the
sample (6). Owing to such circumstances we interpret the temperature dependences of undistorted
ESR line intensity for ET-salts as temperature behavior of the value Xa (T).
The first point to discuss is the influence of the
linear anion sizes, in other words the influence of
"chemical compression" of the ET-sublattice, on the
low-temperature state of (ET)2X compounds. It
was shown recently (7,8,9) that changing of the anion sizes results in the changes of the ET-sublattice
parameters along "b" and "c" axes. Hence one can
expect that chemical compression would change (ab)
anisotropy and also would change the character of
electron hopping. The values of the density of states
at the Fermi level N(0) and electron lifetime on the
(ab)-plane, which play important role in ESR spectra formation, are known to be closely related to
the above mentioned phenomena. We believe that
the reduction of T c in (ET)2X salts with anion size
decreasing looks similar to pressure dependence of
T c . The same consideration is contained within the
recent review of Bulaevskii (10).
The (ET)2X salts with /7-like structure and anion row X=l3, Aul2, IBr2, which corresponds to
anion length decreasing are ambient pressure su-

perconductors with different values Tc=8.0-1.5 K,
5.0-4.0 K, 2.2K. The integrated ESR intensity, \
ESR, of single crystals of/?(ET)2I3 and /?(ET)2IBr2,
shown in Fig. 1, demonstrate a temperature independent behavior with different absolute values Xs
(300 K)=(3.3 ± 0.5)xl0~ 4 cm3/mole and X* (300
K)=(1.5 ± O.5)xlO~4 cm3/mole respectively. Such
a behavior could be attributed to Pauli-like spin
susceptibility of conduction electrons with a small
enhancement factor in comparison with TCNQ or
TSeT complexes (16,29). The dependences shown
are in agreement with published results of static
magnetic susceptibility and NMR measurements
(11,12). The angular dependences of ESR line
anisotropy A/B, presented in Fig. 2 and data of
Fig. 1 together with resistivity data (11) allow one
to consider /?(ET)2I3 and /?(ET)2IBr2 salts as quasi
2D metals.
The low-temperature decrease of x ESR for the
mentioned compounds is caused by a mixing of absorption and dispersion signals. We have observed
the appearance of ESR line asymmetry which depends on the sample thickness (Fig. 2). To solve
this problem we have chosen thin perfect single
crystals retaining 5/d>l down to low temperature
(5-skin depth, d-sample thickness). For thickness
about 10 /jm the Dysonian distortions appeared
only below 20 K. The x ESR (T) measurements in
(ET)2AuI2 show analogous results (13).
Published ESR data for ET salts with short
length anions X=IC12, CuCl2 (14,15) indicate the
appearance of phase transitions at T=22 K, 240
K, but the nature of their low-temperature state
is still under question. A different picture was
observed for (ET)2(CuBr2)o.8 crystals. This compound, characterized by semiconducting behavior of the <T(T) over the range 4.2< T <300
K has no superconducting or other phase transitions. The x»(T) behavior for (ET)2(CuBr2)0.8
presented in Fig.
1 shows a peculiar deQ
pendence X5(T)«T- ,a = 0.55 ±0.05 (x,(300
K)=(5.4±0.5)xl0~ 4 cm3/mole) for T<70 K. It is a
well-known feature for one-dimensional organic conductors with the strong disorder in anion sublattice (NMP-TCNQ, Qn(TCNQ)2, Ad(TCNQ)2 etc.)
(16), and it is well described within the framework of
disordered one dimensional Hubbard model (17,18):
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Figure 1: The temperature dependence of the ESR line asymmetry ratio A/B for /?(ET)2l3 single crystals of
different thickness: 13 /im (o) and 40 /im (o). The insert shows typical angular dependence of A/B ratio at
different temperatures: 20 K (o) and 4.2 K (o).
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where c,- is the value of i-site energy; and for small
hopping matrix elements | t,j | also within the Random Exchange Heisenberg Antiferromagnetic Chain
(REHAC) model:

H = 2 2J

(2)

where J is the antiferromagnetic exchange constant. All these models are based on strong onsite Coulomb repulsion (U) and disorder (<r) in
one dimension (ID). Note that there is no ban for
long range ordering at low temperatures for 2D
and 3D cases, so one should expect the appearance of a phase transition (for example spin-Peierls
transition). Perhaps such a transition occurs in
(ET)2IC12.
A large value of Xs (300 K) and low
semi conductor-like resistivity in (ET)2(CuBr2)o.8

indicate the narrow conduction bandwidth in comparison with P(ET)2h or (ET)2IBr2 salts. In this
case in spite of two dimensional character of heteroatom orbital overlapping, i.e. overlapping between S-atoms which belong to the neighboring ET
molecules on (ab) plane, the effective dimensionality
of electron spectrum is reduced. The electron hopping in the (ab) plane along the axes with the small
value of < t > appeared and such a complex should
be considered as a quasi-one-dimensional conductor
(qlD).
At low temperatures the anisotropy of g-factor
in (ET)2(CuBr2)0^: 9 (300 K)=2.007, gx (4
K)=2.062, g||(4 K)=2.055 which confirm the qlD
character of electron spectrum was observed.
Another point to discuss is the influence of electron correlations and disorder on low temperature
magnetic state formation. It is reasonable to suppose that for 2D conductor with symmetric anion
such as /?(ET)2l3 or /?(ET)2IBr2 the influence of
small amount of disorder would be rather ineffective
in comparison with qlD conductor. It is known that
even a small disorder creates the insulating state in
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Figure 2: The temperature behavior of the ESR intensity in the different ET-salts: perfect /?(ET)2l3 single
crystals of 40 fim (D) and 13 /im (A) at H -L(ab), irradiated /?(ET)2I3 crystals at D=0.06 C/cm2 (o) and
0.42 C/cm2 (*) a=0.61 #±(ab), polycrystals of (ET)2(CuBr2)0.8,- <*=0.55 (o).
one dimension. According to disordered Hubbard
model predictions the value can be written (18):
a = 1 - p/[2ln(t(U + air))] • • •

(3)

where p is the fraction of single occupied states,
a=const, a is the mean square difference between
neighboring sites energies. In contrast to TCNQ
complexes the value a=0.55 for (ET)2(CuBr2)o.8
corresponds to a extremely low value of U/t ratio
(U/t>l) so Hubbard Hamiltonian can not be transformed to a Heisenberg Hamiltonian and we can not
use a picture of fixed spins on a chain. It was found
within the Hubbard model that states under conditions e; < (7/2 < a will be single occupied (S=l/2)
and antiferromagnetic exchange established.
We suppose that it is possible to change a low
temperature state of ET-salts by introduction of
additional disorder. Details of such work were reported by us in (19). It was shown that in spite
of 2D character of ET network after irradiation
(0.42 C/cm2) the single crystals of/?(ET)2I3 demonstrate the above mentioned behavior of x»(T)«T~ a ,
a=0.61 (Fig. 1).

From the presented considerations we conclude
that even a small amount of disorder can determine
the observed ground state of ET-salts with short
length anion masking the true one.

IV.

Electron Spin-Lattice Relaxation (ESLR).

The origin of the ESLR in charge-transfer conductors continue to stay unresolved problems of ESR
spectroscopy. It was shown in a row of papers
(20,21,22,23) that ESLR could be due to several
factors: the kind of heteroatom (S, Se, Te) which
is introduced into a base molecule, the values of
intra- or interstack transfer integrals ttJ- or crystallographic structure, effective dimensionality of conduction electron spectrum or electron hopping parameters.
A new important features have been introduced
recently. It appears that owing to intramolecular
symmetry restrictions the spin-orbit transitions are
frozen. In this case a torsion oscillations of donor
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molecules about their long in-plane axes should activate the spin-orbit transitions within or between
donor stacks. Such a mechanism seems to provide a
significant contribution to the temperature dependence of ESR linewidth, AH. Within the framework of such consideration one can estimate the absolute value of AH at low temperatures calculating
intra- and interstack matrix elements of the spinorbit Hamiltonian, Hso. The reasonable agreement
between the theoretical predictions and ESR data
for angular and temperature dependences of AH
below liquid nitrogen temperature for (TMTSF^X
(X=CIO4, PF 6 ) were obtained by Adrian (25).
In this paper we try to select some peculiarities of ESR linewidth behavior to compare the contributions of the mentioned ESLR mechanisms for
(ET)2X salts. Apparently, detailed calculations of
# s0 -matrix elements for two groups of S-atoms in
ET molecule are of great complexity so we present
only a qualitative consideration.
Many authors reported on the absence of correlations between conductivity a and ESR linewidth
AH for /?(ET)2l3 salt. One can see that in-plane
o-(T) changes (a(A K)=6000 0 " 1 cm" 1 , <r(300 K)=10
Q~1cm~1) do not correspond to AH(T) scale
(Aff(4 K)=2 G, Atf(300 K)=21 G at H_L c) which
are combined in Elliott's spin-phonon model (26).
The same conclusions were made for (ET)2lBr2 and
(ET)2Aul2 compounds. We have made linewidth
measurements in (ET)2l-3 up to 400 K and a saturation of ESR line broadening at 280< T <400
K was observed, A#(400 K)=22 G (27). The x*
(T) in this region was temperature independent.
The similar angular dependences of linewidth in
/?(ET)2l3Atf(45o)/Ai/(135°) (300 K)=23/17 and
in /?(ET)2lBr2Atf4(45o)/H(135o)(300 K)=21/15
also look significant. Taking into account possible
modification of Elliott's mechanism by electron hopping contribution one should expect a strong irradiation effect on ESR linewidth. To clarify these
suppositions we prepared the series of /?(ET)2l3 single crystals with different irradiation doses D=0.06,
0.09, 0.18, 0.42 C/cm2 (19). The electron beam of
120 kV and 0.5 /iA was used. The gradual growth of
AH(T) slope was observed, but at 250< T <300 K
the values of AH(T) changed slightly. The Aff(T)
dependences for low (0.06 C/cm2) and high (0.42
C/cm2) doses irradiated /?(ET)2l3 presented in Fig.
3 indicate that the linewidth saturation for the latter
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one is reached at lower temperatures. Note that antiferromagnetic exchange in e-irradiated P(ET)2h
(0.42 C/cm2) at T<50 K mentioned in the previous section does not cause a dramatic change in
the linewidth value A#(4 K)=3.4 G. The temperature dependence of AH(T) in qlD conductor
(ET)2(CuBr2)o.8 demonstrates more broad scope:
Atf(4 K)=1.7 G, Atf(300 K)=26 G. Besides this
a small plateau AH ~2 G appeared at T<50 K.
It is important to notice that in spite of different transport and magnetic properties the /?(ET)2X
compounds X=l3, IBr2, Aul2, CuBr2 demonstrate a
similar temperature behavior of the ESR linewidth.
Such a result allows us to suppose that ESLR in
/?(ET)2X conductors is governed by thermoactivated intramolecular torsional oscillations described
within Adrian's model (25).
According to this model ESR linewidth behavior is determined primarily by the torsional vibration amplitude, which contains a temperature factor coth(hwx/2kbT) in the harmonic approximation,
where wx is the frequency of the oscillator. In Fig. 4
we show the fits to Adrian's expression of the form:
AH =

AH*coth{hwx/2kbTyexp(-e/kbT)+AHRES
(4)
where (AHO, hwx, e, AHRES) are the fitting parameters: AHO is the value of ESR linewidth at
T=0K within symmetry restrictions, e is the energy barrier associated with order-disorder transitions (it was proposed in Adrian's model that disorder of C1O4 or PF 6 sublattice in (TMTSF)2X conductors can restrict spin-orbit transitions), AHRES
is the possible additional contribution to AH resulting from a non-plane structure of the ET molecule.
In an attempt to take close parameters AHO and
hw* for p(ET)2h and (ET)2(CuBr2)o.8 we had to
introduce e=70 K in case (ET)2(CuBr2)0.8- One
possible explanation of such a substitution is the appearance of an effective electron localization below
70 K (see Fig. 1). In this case e could be interpreted
as an energy barrier between thermoactivated and
partly localized states on the conducting chain. The
changes of the AH(T) slope with irradiation dose in
/?(ET)2l3 are also consistent with the increasing of
the e-parameter. There are no changes in AH(T)
behavior for low doses D<0.06 C/cm2 but e«50 K
is needed for A#(T) description at D=0.42 C/cm2.
We find that the parameters AH0 and hwx for
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Figure 3: The temperature dependence of the ESR line width for the perfect /?(ET)2IBr2 (•) and irradiated
/?(ET)2I3 (o)-0.06 C/cm2, (D)-0.42 C/cm2 single crystals at #l(ab).
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Figure 4: Fig. 4. Thermal behavior of ESR linewidth in /?(ET)2I3(o) and (ET)2(CuBr2)0.8 (A) samples.
Solid line is calculated within Adrian's model including parameters (2 G, 45 K, 0 K, 1 G)- for /?(ET)2I3 and
(2 G, 25 K, 70 K, 1 G)-for (ET)2(CuBr2)o.8.
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(ET)2l3 and (ET)2(CuBr2)o.8 are (2 G, 45 K) and (2
G, 25 K). The residual linewidth AHRES w as taken
1 G in both cases. The different value hwx=25 K for
(ET)2~(CuBr2)o.8 does not look surprising because
of the different stiffness of the ET network. We find
that the linewidth behavior in /?(ET)2IBr2 looks the
same as for /?(ET)2l3 except a constant shift about
1-2 G (Fig. 3). This feature can be attributed to the
same value of hwx=4b K in both cases. The values of
torsion al oscillator frequency for the ET molecule in
(ET)2X salts are in reasonable agreement with the
analogous data for the TMTSF molecule (hwx:=2530 K) in (TMTSF)2X salts (X=PF 6 , C1O4) presented by Adrian (25). Note that the observed
gradual decrease of low-temperature ESR linewidth
for ET-salts with different length anions X=l3 —
Atf(4K)=3-5G; IBr2 - Aff(4 K)=2-3 G; CuBr2 Atf(4 K)=1.7 G; ICI2 - A#(28 K)=0.88 G could
be interpreted in terms of decreasing A£T0. Approximately the same scale of AH(T) changes A#(300
K)/Ai/(4 K)«10 for all mentioned salts were also
observed.
Although the discussed model allows us to describe the experimental data for ET-compounds
with linear anions, the more detailed studies are required to clarify the limits of it's applicability.
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